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SCHEDULED NO EARLIER THAN TODAY

WSMR Flight Tests Apollo Launch Escape System
/4 _c-_ _ @ _ _ The Apollo-Little Joe II Itigh-Q (high d3mamic pres-

/_>.._ sure) abort mission scheduled at the \\l_ite Sands Mis-

/ ..__,-,_,/ ¢._ _ e _ sile Rm_ge hi New Mexico no earlier than today, is

5_ _ XY"_["/_"_: t_ g___ the thirdofaseriesbyNASAinthedevelopmcnt of the• , ' _ Apollo spacecraft.

"" °":'°'2_;t'"t:_Ygt _ --_,//_, . ,,_,, Impact of the command 154 inch diameter at the

/ 7 ,..... _ff feet dox_mrange. Three 88- The conical dcsb,n•_ of the
< ;i_\/ ............. _ _-', foot diameter rh_gslot command module is fab-

_/]Y_b('/ ........................... parachutes will 1 and the ricated of aluminum alloy
,e only section of the vehicle welded into two subassom-

tobe recoveredintact, blies--the forwardand aftUnder the management of sections of the crew com-

_:y_ 5_' ....................... theManned Spacecraft Cen- partment.

ter, the test is primarily A latmch escape scqklon-
....................... designed to gather aerodv- ccr controls separation of

• namic data on the Apo/lo the command module from
launch escape vehicle and the service module, escape
its ability to perform in an motoF and pitch c o nt r o 1
abort situation under higi_ motor ignition, tower sep-

_-_--'/7 t.......... dsmamicprcssureinthc aration, jettison motor
:__-_ *_- ' ">= transonic speed range, ignition, and armhlg of the

FLIGHT PlAN--The scheduledflight plan for the Apollo.little Joe II High-QAbort Missionis shown The vehicle's eve r a l 1 earth landing system so-
above. The launchvehicle wasto be orientedin a northerndirection at an angleof approximately84 height of 86 feet consists quencer.
degrees. The following sequencewas scheduledto take place........ T minusO--launch; T plus 30.2 of: Onboard instrumontation
seconds--launch escape systema bort initiated at 16,600 feet; T plus 38.7--launch escapesystem Little Joe II which is 33.3 will mcasur_ \-a_'ious phas-
motorburnoutat 22,000 feet; T plus 4S.7--launch escapetower jettison at 23,500 feet; T plus48.7-- feet tall and 154 hmhes in cs of the llight.
drogueparachutedeploymentat 23,500 feet; T plus 94.8--drogue parachuterelease, main parachute diameter and weighing ap- Topping off the entire re-
deployment at 11,000 feet; T plus 109,-launch escapetower impact,28,000 feet downrange;andT proximately 33,000 pounds hiclc is the launch escape
plus 442--command moduleimpact, 21,500 feet downrange. (All altitudes are approximate) at launch. It is powered by sttl)system which consistsone Algolmotor with 103,- el the latmch escape tower,

o,,pu:ke-ara pounds of thrust cmd launch escape motor, pitchLangley Medal Presented To s_. Reeruitmotors, each controlmotor, towcrjctti-with 33,395 pounds of son motor and towcc re-
thrust. The tot_ thrust is lease mcchanizatiol_. This

Eleventh To Receive It Since 1908 pounds. 6. 000 pounds, and stands

Alan B. Shepard Jr., America's first man in space, was presented the Langley A service module (boil- about 25 feet tall.
Medal by the Smithsonian Institute on May 5 in Washington, D. C. on the third erplate) wifl_ a height of The launch escape motor' 13 feet two inches, a di- is 15:3 inches long and 2(;
anniversaryofhisFreedom ameter of 154 inches, and inches in diameter con-
7 suborbital space flight, his courageous and pie- daughters Julianaand weighing 9 080 pounds, is raining o,_00'") pounds ofThepresentation was ' "
made in the Regents Room neeringeontributionto sei- Laura; Shepard's parents mounted ontop of theLittle solid [\lol which bucns ap-
of theSmithsonian by Chief entific research as the first Col. and Mrs. Alan B. Joe II vehicle, proxinmtcly eight seconds
Justice Earl Warren of the American to fly in space Shepard; Mrs. Shepard's The command module at nominal tht'ust. Effec-
U. S. Supreme Court, who and first to control the at- parents, Mr. mad Mrs. (boilerplate) with a height ti\-c thrust of this motor is
is the Chief Regent of the titude of a spaceeraftwhile Brewer;Shepard's aunt and of 11 feet two inches and a 155,000 pounds.
Institute. in flight and during a eondi- uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Fred-

Named for Samuel Pier- tion of weightlessness. " crick Shepard; and other
pont Langley, American In attendance were Shep- members of the Smithson-
astronomer and airplane ard's wife Louise, their inn Board of Regents.
pioneer, and secretary of

the Smithsonian Institute, ugh Egre1887-1906. the medal is Gemini Re Water ss
awarded for specially mer-

itorious investigations in ._f_ Ifconnection x_'ith the science Test Is Succes In gu
of aerodromics in its ap-

plication to aviation. A roughwater egresstest technician dressed in a
Shepard was the eleventh using a boilerplate version frogman's suit M_oeked on

personto reeeive the medal of a Gemini spacecraft the hatches of the space-
sincethe awardwas initiat- ended successfully May 6 craft.
ed in 1908. First to re- in the Gulf of Mexico. The men inside opened
eeive the medal were the The experiment was con- the left hatch. Then the
Wright Brothers in t910, ducted approximately 12 space suited test engineer
followed by: Glen Curtis, miles south of Galveston occupying the [eft seat left
Gustave Eiffel, C harle s in waves that were running the boilerplate. He was
Lindbergh. Charles M. from six to eight feet high. followed by the test sub-
Mtmly. Adm. Richard Byrd. In this particular test, jeet occupying the right
Joseph S. Ames. Jerome the boilerplate with two hatch. The right seat nmn
C. llunsaker. Robert H. subjects inside was low- crawled over the instru- ROUGH WATER RI=COVERY--The Rendezvous and Recovery
Goddard. and Dr. tIugh ered from the NASA Motor ment pedestal and center section of a boilerplate version of the Gemini spacecraft is corn-
Dryden. Vessel Retriever and al- console and also egressed pletely awash during roughwater egress tests in the Gulf of Mex-

The citation to Shepard [owed to float--1 o o s e 1y via the same opening. Both ice. Astronaut James A. Level] Jr., one of the test participants is
r ead. "In recognition of tethered--in the water. A (Continued on page 6) in the water with waves running six to eight feet high.
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In 1956, the U. S. Government selected International Business Machines Corporation
to establish a data processing facility to compute the orbits of satellites launched
during the International Geophysical Year. The resulting Space Computing Center,
operated in Washington, D.C., by IBM's Federal Systems Division, launched the
company into the space era in time to play key roles in America's first space pro-
jects. L_ 1958, for instance, the Van Allen radiation belts were mapped using data
the IBM Space Computing
Center processed, first injection laser to these data fordisplay inthe

Since the beginning then, broadcast audio signals is Mission Control Center so
the Federal Systems Divi- continuing its leadership in that flight controllers will
sion has been in most ira- this promising technology, have information to make
portant National Aeronau- These scientists are de- vital mission decisions.
tics and SpaceAdrninistra- veloping an air-to-ground B.L. Sarahan is FSD's
tion projects including laser voice communica- Houston operations man-
OAO, Mercury, Gemini, tions system for MSC. The ager. He reports that more
Apollo and Saturn. (The system will be used to de- than i, 000 separate corn-
Division also has partici- termine the feasibility of purer programs are being
pared in vitalmilitary pro- laser optical communica- prepared by theIBM/NASA
grams such as the BMEWS tions for space flights. Real Time Computer Corn-
early warning system, At the Space Guidance plex team to support Gem-
SAGE tactical air defense Center in Owego, N.Y., ini and Apollo missions.
system, B-52 bomber,and FSD is developing a corn- Another measure of RT-
the Titan missiles. ) purer that will be aboard CC's capability is a com-

"_ Headquarters for FSD is the two-man Ge mini ve- parison to control center
in Rockville, Md. The Di- hicles under subcontract to computer operations for
vision, headed by Presi- McDonnell Aircraft Corp. the pioneering Project
dent Donald T. Spaulding, The computer, thefirst for Met cury missions. The
is divided intotwo Centers: manned spacecraft, willaid Houston complex will han-
The Space Guidance Center astronauts in guiding Gem- dle ten times more bulk
at Owego, N. Y. , produces iniduringintricate rendez- data and produce i00 times

_\ airbo_'neguidance andcon- vous and docking maneu- more output for future
trol systems; and the Wash- vers. A keyboard on the manned space flight mis-

IBM PRESIDENTA. L. Williams, standing, and IBM computertech. ington Systems Center at vehicle instrument panel sion controllers.
nican during recent visit to IBM Space Guidance Center by Williams, Bethesda, Md. , develops will allow the mento query FSD personnel are able to

ground-based information the computer for, as an draw this comparison be-
processing and communi- example, thrust changes tween RTCC and Mercury
cations systems. FSD Vice needed for vehicle align- computer operationsbe-
President Bruce G. Old- ment prior to rendezvous, eausetheDivision was also
field heads the Division's Another FSD team at the responsible for the Mer-
space programs and field Space Guidance Center has eury installation. Three
operations, just finished a six-months powerful IBM 7094 compu-

Key projects currently studyofa data handling ters IBM installed at God-
under development for the system for the manned dard Space Flight Center

/, Manned Spacecraft Center Large Orbiting Research were the relay and data
by IBMers at these FSD Laboratory concept MSCis processing link between the
Centers make the Division considering. The study 18 world-wide Mercury
a major member of the was done with DouglasAir- ground stations and Mer-
MSC-industry aerospace craft Company who was cury Control at Cape Ken-
team: funded by MSC. (The same nedy. The computers col-

Here in Houston a 250- Douglas/IBM team is now lected data and displayed
man FSD group is instal- studying aManned Orbiting it for mission controllers
ling the Real TimeCompu- Research Laboratory for at the Cape. This same

GEMINI PRODUCTION prototype computer undergoing vibration ter Complex in theMission NASA's Langley Research IBM system at Goddard
testingat IBM%SpaceGuidanceCenter,Owego,N.Y. The on-board Control Center building. Center. ) has be en reprogrammed
computerwill help Gemini astronauts during complexmaneuvers In Bethesda, Md. , the The FSD engineers and for support of early Gem-
such as rendezvous and docking. FSD teamthatproduced the scientists currently work- ini and Apollo development

ing at MSC are developing shots. Additionally, IBM
one of the most advanced computers are aiding NASA
and most complex corn- to control the flights of
munications and computer scientific satellites that
systems ever put together. Goddard Space Flight Cen-
The computing facility is ter is developing. ,
programmed to receive All of FSD's syste.msare
data from world-wide not earth based, however,
tracking stations and from Marshall Space Flight Cen-
the orbiting spacecraft. It ter recently expanded
will compute and present FSD's role in development

of the huge Saturn launch
vehicle that will send U.S.
astronauts on their voyage
to the moon. In addition to
providing an advanced guid-

_ ance computerand data
adapter, the IBM Division
will help NASA integrate
some 56 other subsystems
into the booster's Instru-

- m e n t Unit--a three-foot-
:_:_ >_ high by 22-foot-diameter

"nerve center" that will
monitor and control Saturn
from launch until Apollo
leaves Earth orbit. The
just-expanded responsibil-
ity calls for IBM to take
over structural and mech-
anical design, procurement

SATURN GUIDANCE - Under a recently-expanded contract from the NASA Manned Space Flight Center, DONALD T. SPAUI-DING, pres- of components and assem-
IBM is supplying guidance computers and data adapters plus complete Instrument Unit integration and ident of IBM Corporation's Fed- bly, checkout anddocumen-
checkoutfor the SaturnIB andSaturnV launchvehicles, eral SystemsDivision. (Continued on page 3)
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t

SHOCK TEST - Gemini prototype computer is prepared for rugged
impact shock test on IBM's High-G sled in Owego, N.Y. Sled can
test units from 15-g_s up to 100-g's.

HOUSTON OPERATIONS - Bruce G. Oldfield (left), FSD vice president of Space Programs and Field
Operations, observes computer checkout during recent visit to MSC Real Time Computer Complex. On
right is B. L.. Sarahan, FSD"s Houston operations manager. William Stanley, with back to camera, is
manager of Computer Operations for IBM at MSC.

Longbefore contemporary lite..% data processor and
(Continued l?r,rn p_g_ 2) scientists and engh_eers advanced data storage unit

concerned themselves with developed byFSD inOwego,
tation ef tile entire Instru- Satmrns, Titans, or moon N.Y. , will furnish the sat-
ment Unit. It is a $175,- landings, another group of ellite with poh_ting infer-
000,000 job, largest space scientists looked to outer mation, m_d then on corn-
assignment IBM has yet space to provide their pro- mm_d record and relay ex-
been given, fessional challenges. They periment results to the

To aid h_ development of were astronomers. Now, ground.
tile Saturn booster family, our space age astronomers IBM is active in advanced
Saturn I vehicles will be will utilize a new t3lae of developments for products
guided by IBM on-board space vehicle sometime in other than aerospace
computers. These compu- next year to get the{r first systems. The company
ters are mc<lificd versions look at tile stars from maintains national and

of the proven ASC-15 corn- above theEarth's dusty at- world-wide organizations
puters FSD developed for rnosphere--via a telescope thatprovidc modern equip-
the Air Force Titan I[ pro- inthe NASA OrbitingAstro- ments to satisfy informa-
gram. heroical Observatory satel- tion handling requirements

of industry and govern-

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the twenty-seventh in a series of ments. Other I]BM-MSC
articles designed to acquaint MSC personnel with the Center's installations include co_l-
industrial family, the contractors who make MSC spacecraft, putational equipment for theMSC Fiscal and Adminis-
their launch vehicles and associated equipment. The material trative Division and tile -_

on these two pages was furnished by the Information Repre- Computation and Analysis
sentative, Federal Systems Division, IBM Corporation. Division.

_i!iili

IBM-SUPPLIED devices which Gemini astronauts will use to ques-
tion and read-out on-board computer information are shown in IBM's
Gemini spacecraft simulator. Incremental velocity indicator which
displays velocity information in spacecraft coordinates, a keyboard
which is used for manually inserting information into computer
memory, and a unit to display memory information comprise the con-
trol panel devices IBM is supplying with the spacecraft computer.

GEMINI ASTRONAUTS shown with IBM Federal Systems Division personnel during a recent visit to
FSD's Owego, N.Y., Space Guidance Center. Astronauts _ flew '_ re-entry maneuver in Gemini trainer
as part of their familiarization with on-board Gemini computers IBM is developing for MSC. Pictured IBM ENGINEERS at Federa Systems Division's Space Guidance
are (left to right) IBM engineer Dale Bachman, Astronaut Virgil I. Grissom, IBM Space Guidance Center Center, Owego, N.Y., ready the primaryprocessor for NASA_s OAO
General Manager Arthur E. Cooper, Astronaut Neil A. Armstrong and, back to camera, James C. Hundley satellite for system tests. Processor will relay ground commands
who is IBM technical manager for Gemini project, to telescope carrying satellite and experiment data to ground.
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Dr. Joseph Shea Describes Apollo Development

To 4th Conference On Peaceful Uses Of Space
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The follow- which wehavebeentackling derstanding has shapedour hope--should make our
ing is part of a talk delivered in this country to meet de- entire program. The lunar flight tests demonstrations
by Dr. Joseph F. Shea, man- fense or space goals over effort began in 1961. The of the fact that we have

ager, Apollo Spacecraft Program the last three decades, first major contract award- solved our problems on the
Office, at the Fourth National The main difference ed was to the MIT Instru- ground.
Conference on the Peaceful comes fromthe fact thatthe mentation Laboratory for The only failures which
Uses of Space in Boston, Mass., space environment,coupled developmentoftheguidance should be encountered in
April 29, 1964.) with the demands of the and navigation system. In flight are those which can

lunar mission, is terribly December of that year, the arise from a combination
"The Apollo Spacecraft unforgiving. Any design or North American Aviation, of environments which we

are the apex of the lunar quality deficiencies in the Inc. ,was awarded develop- were unable to simulate in ::program pyramid--the top spacecraft or any of its ment of the command and our laboratories. Since
90 feet of the 375 foot high subsystems will be sure to service modules. Almost there are still severalsuch '

vehicle which some day this appear some time during a year later, the lunar orbit conditions, we cannot ex-
decade will rise majesti- the two weekmission;caus- rendezvous approach rathe pect a perfect record--but
eally from the pad at Cape ing. at the very least, an overall mis siam was se- the success ratio should be :*_
Kennedy. propelling three abort, and, at the worst, leered, and Grumman was relatively high. "
of our more adventurous tragedy, brought onto the team to de-
citizens to their }_istorie The space age has ma- velop the Lunar Excursion
rendezvous with the moon. tured tothe point where we Module. Almost a year and EARTHLAUNCH Pk

There are today over understand the environ- a half of detailed study had
130,000 Americans labor- merit; we understand how been devoted todefining the
ing "in thetraces" to make to design to meet it; we mission and developing the

this dream a reality. .M- understand how to test in specifications for the nee- 1-
though the goal of the pro- our earth bound labora- essary system elements. J cgram provides an overlay tories to root out deficien- The development program
of glamour, the work is the cies which otherwise would hasproceededwith similar -LAUNCH 0.0 HRS
same type of hard, detailed, be found during flight tests, deliberation. The command

technical development task This maturing of our un- and service modules, and ORBIT
their subsystems have
been in design and develop- INSERTION f

LAUNCH mental test for almost two Ix, 02 HRS
SYSTEN and a half years. The fruits _ .:,,_ .._--_ .

: _ '-a_=>, _ J (of this effort are just be-
ginning to ripen. Last _-._=a_._v-:----

COMMANDMODULE m o nt h (March) the first _
functional Apollo guidance

system was qualified over
LUNAR in Cambridge. Next month INJECTION x -
EXCURSl0N-_ (May), the launch escape INTO TRANSLUNARMODULE

system and the earth land- TRAJECTORY
ing system will be tested --_

UNIT under flight conditions _ith /x, 2.8 HRS LEM -- "-
FUELTANK_ _- a '%oilerplate" spacecraft TRANSFER/DOCKING "-"-JE
L0XTANK'_ / at White Sands. MAN EUVER," 3.3 HRS "A few days later, a com-

S-_B mand and service module,STAGE

J-2E.GINE, again of boilerplate con- DAY 1struction, will be launched
from the Cape (Kennedy,
not Cod) atop a Saturn I to

FUELTaNK check our calculations of

the aerodynamic loads
"_364.6' which will be encountered EARTH LANDING Pt

LOXTANK_ during launch.
s-II These two flight tests

STAGE mark the gradual transition ATTAIN

I of the p r o gr am from the REENTRY

development phase, whered-2ENGINES,( J .
, we work out the early de- ATTITUDE

__ sign problems, to the qual-

i ification phase where we
195.8 HRS

LOXTANK_ prove that the design is in-
N deed worthy of flight. The STARTfocus is the first launch of

a eomplete command REENTRY
serviee module -,dooard a JETTISON SM
Saturn I-B early in 1966. 1_, 195.9

__'_ If there is any one thing _ 195.5 HRS

FUELTANK S-IC that sets the manned space
STAGE flight program apart from MAIN

I other, apparently similar,

_> development programs, it PARACHUTE

F-I E is the rigor with which we
execute the ground test pro- DEPLOYMENT
gram.

' I The guidelines we use are _ 196.1 HRS
simple, and, in a way,
sound like a litany of good

SATURN Y generalizations. We take
them literally, though. TOUCHDOWN ,,-196.3
Ever X failure encountered

AS TALL as a 35-story building and as heavy as two dozen big jet iI1 ground test must be un-derstood and corrected be-

transports - that's the Saturn V/ Apol[o Moon vehlcle under con- fore the spacecraft is certi- DAY 8struction by the NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, fled for flight.
Ala. This new drawing shows the various elements of the big This program discipline-
vehicle which is 375 feet toll with a maximum diameter of 33 feet. the refusal to shoot and
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Proposed EightDay Lunar

Mission Sequence Profile
LUNAR LANDING AREAS--- MANNED LUNAR LANDING MISSION PROFILE---The lunar orbit ten-

Observation and selection of the dezvous method of accomplishing a manned lunar landing was chosen in

exact landing area will be made July 1962. Since its acceptance as the plan for attaining a lunar landing,
while the spacecraft is in lunar NASA Manned Spacecraft Center and associated contractor personnel have

orbit. Depending on the conduct been working out the development details and exact mission sequence.
of the mission to this point, The lunar orbit rendezvous mission contains seven major propulsive steps
there are a number of areas and following in a clockwise method the illustrations below, starting with

along the lunar equator in photo the earth launch phase at the upper left, they are: (1) launch into earth

at left which have been eval- parking orbit, (2) injection into translunar trajectory, (3) braking into lunar
uated as possible good landing orbit, (4) landing maneuver, (5) ascent from lunar surface and rendezvous

areas, in lunar orbit, (6) injection into transearth trajectory, and (7) atmospheric

_o Ao reentry and recovery.

kSE LUNARLANDINGPHASE

PARKING SEPARATELEM FROM

_BITS r-CSM,_ 72.8HRS
|

TRANSLUNAR TRANSLUNAR .............................J i
COAST (,_,66.5 HRS) COAST I • LEM RETRO i

:ST .. TOUCHDO___ jlMPULSEIDCOURSE _-_

,12.5)RRECTIONHRs, _ _ _ r_INAL ,_-74.5 HRS___/z__

-"-73.3 HRS

x_ MIDCOURSE _LUNAR ORBIT
CORRECTION

---TRANSLUNAR -_ 67 HRS / \\ _ z INSERTION
COAST POWERED/ \_,,_ j/ "'69 HRS.,o

ISONS-IVBSTAGE LANDING
3.5HRS MANEUVER (-_-8 MIN)

DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4

s,SE LUNAR LAUNCH PHASE

START COAST

TRANSEARTH TO RENDEZVOUS
COAST

(,_92.5 HRS) _ 98.6 HRS INITIATE

_FIN _ TRANSEARTH POWERED / RENDEZVOUSAL MIDCOURSE COAST ASCENT / " MANEUVERS

CORRECTION,,,_93.5HRS - (,,,92.5HRS) (_7MIN)_/__ x'_A'99.5 HRS
LUNAR _i:i _TRANSEARTH
LAUNCHz , _ INJECTION

FIRSTMIDCOURSE "v98.5 HRS/ qM _\ ,_" 103.5 HRS

/
\

CORRECTION'_" 121HRS - 'DOCKING

4RS JETTISONLEM,_,100.5HRS "v99.9 HRS

DAY 7 DAY 6 DAY 5
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The S'ACE ,EWe ROUNDU,, an o'ficial publication of the Manned WELCOME MSCPERSONALITY
Spacecraft Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Houston, Texas, is published for MSC personnel by the Pub'ic ABOARD W.H. Gray And Staff Clear
Affairs Office.

............................ Sevont - wono,vore-(emini paeeerafl Product ionDire,:tor

Public Affairs Officer ....................... Poui Haney players joined the Manned
Chief, N_ws Bureo_ ....................... Ben GiHespie Spacecraft C enter during In charge of the "clearing house" for NASA contracts
Edit................................. Milton E. _elm the period April 6 through (principally Gemini) at McDonnell Aircraft Corporation

April 29, 1964. Thirteen in St. Louis, Mo., is the job of Wilbur H. Gray, NASA

On Tit Lighter Side were assigned to MSC- residentmanager.
Florida Operations, eight He is in charge ofagroup contractor plants. "toWhite Sands Missile inst. Louis which includes Part of the staff at St.

Range, and two to the engineering, contractural, Louis is currently support-
Gemini Program Office in and quality assurance per- ing the Launch Preparation

St. Louis. The remaining sonnel. Group at McDonnell. This
49 were assigned here in As Gray put it, "Our pri- group is charged with cer-
Houston. mary function is to imple- tifying the checkout of

PHOTOGRAPHIC DI- ment the wishes of the

-- / VISION: Charles M. Tur- Gemini Program Manager,
ner. Charles W. IViathews,and _

i OFFICE OF THEDIREC- in so doing we resolve or ....

TOR: Jeannette Piccard. assist in resolving the _
} INSTRUMENTATIONAND myriad questions andprob-

ELECTRONIC S YS TE MS lems which crop up daily
_ DIVISION: Bob Hendrix, at the prime as well as sub-

AlverK. Spivey, and Daniel RANGE (New Mexico):
C. Regan.

"_ MSC-FLORIDA OPERA- Billie L. Grider, Robert
L. Carver, Alice V. Ray-

TIONS (Cape Kennedy, ner, John W. Kroehnke
Fla.): HarryM. terse Jr.,Traves O. Ives, James
Jr., Robert E. Pringle Jr., L. Anderson, and Eduardo
Charles R. Gillooley, Paul Baca.
L. Davis, Robert L. Con- PROCUREMENTAND
nell,Gray W. Chunn, Glenn CONTRACTS DIVISION:

L. Mcbride Raymond M. Larry M. Arnim, Kit-tie H.

_ ____'_ Hunnings, Joan D. Hudson, AIexander. Charley D.
':'_'o_ -- --oo- Mona L. Beglin Rocco A. Stamps, Carolyn M. Elrod,

_-"_-_ _ Sarmicandro, John K. Pat- John L. Ford, and Clara
terson, and Kenneth C. M. Wolz. W.H. GRAY

A/O. /¢,r_ /I/07- /4//7-/-/,44_- ...... -7 Atchison. OFFICE SERVICES DI- Gemini spacecraft two and
7-/-/0U_/¢7-/-/_ M/AS I////7-/-/ YOL/././ TECHNICAL SERVICES VISION:Franklin H. Morris three at McDonnell prior

DIVISION: Fielding L. Jr., and Rufus Hicks. to shipment.
Pearson, Kenneth D. Eas- FLIGHT CONTROL DIVI- "On subsequent space-
Icy, RichardA. Wright, SIGN: William P. Gatlin, craft," Gray said "it is
Joseph D. Atkins on Jr., and Gary E. Corn. expected that we will in-
Fred H. Furry Jr., and LOGISTICS DIVISION: herit thebulkof this check-Willie R. Lee.

Mevy H. James. out verification effort. "
ENGINEERINGDIVISION: GEMINI PROGRAM OF- Gray joined the SpaceJohn R. Shadley, Richard

Rahilly, Gaylen ,x._ Har- FICE: Elmer G. Hardaway Task Group at Langley,
(St. Louis), Billy R. Helton Va., in February 1959 as

grave, Ernest L. Kahler (St. Louis), and Gordon C. the NASA Representative to
Jr. , and Cash RusselIHar- Hrabal. McDonnell Aircraft Car-per.

WHITE SANDS MISSILE STRUCTURES AND ME- poration.
CHANICS DIVISION: Mar- Born in Somerville,
garetE. Ward, and Albert Mass., Gray completed

Gemini McIntyre. high school in that city and
FLIGHTCREWSUPPORT in 1939 was graduated from

(Continued_D'om page 1) DIVIS ION: Edward A. the Massachusetts Institute
Sampson, and Gaff S. Elred. of Technology with a BS de-

men then slid into the chop- ADVANCED SPACE- gree in aeronauticalengi-
TABLETOP SUNRISE--The image of the rising sun is projected py Gulf waters. CRAFT TECHNOLOGY neering.
on a table through the optical system of the world*s largest solar Object of the egress tests DIVISION: Robert O. Rich- Prior jobs held by Gray
telescope at the Kitt Peak National Observatory near Tucson, is to develop spacecraftde- mond, and Richard L. Bar- include weights engineer
Ariz. Observing the image of the sun are (I. to r.) Alan /. Bean; part're techniques for as- ton. with Curtis-Wright Corpo-
William A. Anders; larry Randall, with the solar section of the ob- tronauts after they land PROPULSION AND EN- ration, St. Louis in 1939
servatory; R. Wafter Cunningham; Harold Masursky, of the U.S. from aGemini spaceflight. ERGY SYSTEMS DIVISION: and from 1939 to 1950 he
Geological Survey in California; and Russell k. Schweickart. The hi this particular series, Loyd Dale Perry (WSMR, was an nero research en-

engineers were trying to New Mexico), and Charles gineer, propeller research
four astronauts above were membersof the astronaut team of 17 on find out how hard it would W. Glassburn. wit h NACA at Langle y
a three clay geological expedition to Sunset Crater and moon view- be to get two men out of PERSONNEL DIVISION: Field, Va.
ing sessions at the observatory, the two-man G e m in i in James A. Null, Marian C. Gray is the author of nu-

rough water. Nelms, Billie J. McClung, merous NACAreports, and
The test was conducted MaryM. DucketL and Patsy researchfields in which he

by MSC's Landing and Re- L. Guillory. has specialized include:
_overyDivision. Test sub- MISSION PLANNING AND propeller research, vibra-
jects were Gordon Harvey, ANALYSIS DIVISION: tiGriS, stability, andcontrol
of the Flight.Crew Support Robert E. McAdams, and of transonic aircraft.
Division, and Astronaut Donna M. Wait. lie holds membership as
James A. Lovell Jr. APOLLO SPACECRAFT an associate fellow in the

Harvey noted that egress PROGRAM OFFICE: Bar- AmericanLnstituteofAero-
procedures were not as baraD. Niemeyer. and nautics and Astronautics.
difficult as had been ex- James H. Booker. Gray is married to the
pectedand that the space- COMPUTATION AND formerC-ertrude Patterson
craft took little water even ANALYSIS DIVISION: Na- of Somerville, Mass.. and

though it was rolling in dine L. Bailey. the couple has tnvo children.
heavy seas. CREW S YS TE MS DIVI- David 13 and Douglass 10.

Last week's test was the SIGN: Mary Lou Ferrill. The family resides in St.
DOCTORS VISIT MSC--A group of physicians representing 14 second such experiment and Dicksie J. Bilder. Louis.

countries toured the Manned Spacecraft Center last week. They are conducted in theGulf. Oth- TECHNICAL INFORMA- Photography and wood-
in this country on a tour of U. S. Air Force facilities. Dr. Rufus el* egress tests also have TION DIVISION: Verna M. working are Gray's favor-
R. Hessburg, assistant chief for Medical Programs, Crew Systems been conducted in a tankat Smith, and Maurice S. ite hobbies and he enjoys
Division, explains in-flight biG-medical instrumentation to the group. Ellington Air Force Base. Hatzenbuehler. bowling.
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_ .: .... Flew First Solo Flight 43 Years Ago

MSCEmployeeAnd LongTime Pilot
Realizes Ambition To Fly Mach-Two

i:_:_: If you have an ambition to do something out of the ordinary, say like flying Mach-2
in an airplane, let the right people know about it, and who knows your ambition may

! be realized as was Robert (Bob) Cantwell's of the MSC "Procurement and Contracts
Division.

Cantwell has a very col- he was a production test was airborne with pilot Ed
orful background in the pilot with Convair in San W. Brown at the controls
field of early aviation and Diego,and then entered the and Cantwell as the passen-
flew his first solo flight 41 contracts management field ger. \Vith the aircraft
years ago in 1923 out of with Convair in FortWorth. pointed toward the skythey
Love Field at Dallas in a The date for Cantwell's reached an altitude of 40,-
Curtiss Jennie (JN4-D). flight in the F-104 was set 000 feet hl one minute and

In 1928while in the era- 20 seconds, Cmltwell said,
ROBERT CANT_ELL climbs aboarda LockheedTF-104G Super ploy of Erle P. Halliburton and then settled back to
Starfighterat the company'sdesert test and final assemblycenter (of oil well cementing 35,000 feet for the Mach
at Palmdale,Calif., to begino Mach2 flight, fame), Cant_vell was sent rlln.

to Los Angeles to buy and \\_en the needle moved

2nd Summer Intern Program delivery of the first past Mach-2 and on toLockheed aircraft sold. It Mach-2. i, Cantwell said

Begins At MSC On June 15 w_ a Vega with a J-5 one of the greatest am-Wright Whirlwind and was bitions in his 64years of

Thirty-five students from 28 colleges and universities the third Vega assembled livh_g had been realized.
across the United States will beginthe secondAerospace and the first one actually Then the pilot put the F-
Summer Intern Program here at the Manned Spacecraft sold. 104 through a few tricky
Center, June 15 and extend With this in his back- maneuvers, climaxed with
through August 28. will work under the direc- ground, it was only natural a dive to lose altitude, and

Many of the students are tion of senior MSC engi- for him to let his ambition at the bottom of this a g-
presently working on ad- neers and scientists in to fly Mach-2 be known to forceof four-gs pinnedhim
vanced degrees in various duties allied as closely as D.J. Haughton, president to the seat, Cantwell said.
scientific, technical or ad- possible with the academic of the Lockheed Aircraft At 9:45they touched down,
ministrative fields and all background of each intern. C or po ration, Burbank, MACH TWO PIN--Robert Cant- just a short 30 minutes af-
have completed at least Administrative interns Calif. well the proud possessor of a ter takeoff; but a never to
their junior year in college, will attendweetdy seminars After exchanging corres- Math-2 lapel pin tries it on for be forgotten exi_erience for

The interns will be in an geared to the management pondence with the Lockheed "size." He was presented the Cantwell.
aerospace oriented work of various administrative president, and his request pin after hoving flown at twice This was followed by the
study program with spe- programs in the Federal for a flight was honored, the speed of sound in Lock- traditional Mach Deuce
cialized work assignments Government and particu- thedate was set for aflight heed's TF-104G Super Star- party atwhich Cantwellwas
as an integral part of the larly those at MSC. The in a F-104 at Air Force fighter, presented a Mach-2 card
internship, latter series will be led by Facility No. 42, Palmdale, and lapel pin.

The technical interns will key administration mana- Calif. for April 27. After an un- C a n t we i I j o i n e d the
attend a daily series of gets of MSC. The adrnin- Cantwell had previously eventful trip to California Manned Spacecraft Center
Engineering Design and istrative internwfllalsobe cleared his proposed flight he was metbyLockheed at _q]ite Sm]ds Missile
Operation of the Manned given assignments which with his boss, Dave W. representatives, and from Range in August of 1962
Spacecraft seminars led bv are related to their special Lang, chief, Procurement there until his departure and in November of last
key MSC technical and interests and academic and Contracts Division, and from the \Vest Coast he year was transferred to
scientific people. They preparation, also been certified by a was given the "red carpet" Houston.

flight surgeon as physically treatment. Prior to c o ruing with

Spaeeeratt Designed To Test q,_med to fly at high al- Upon arrival at the Air MSC he was with the Airtitude and at Mach-2. Force Facilityat Palmdale, Force on the Atlas missile

_i Flyingis old stuff toCant- he was outfitted in a flight program.FirstEleetrieRoeketEn nes ,veil. Between 1923 and suit and given a thorough Cantwell is a native of

A spacecraft designed to flight test electric rocket en- 1941, when he gave up pi- briefing prior to boarding Oldahoma and presently
gines was described recently by an engineer from the loting planes, he accumu- the F-104. resides h_ Clear Lake City
NASA Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio. lated over 11,000 hours in At 9:15 a.m., the F-104 with his wife and son.

The two engines aboard the air. During this per-
bERT (space electric iod he became acquainted
rocket test) will beNASA's gallon-type figure for with suchnotables asAme-
first electric engines in rockets. Thus, electric liaEarhart, Charles Lind-
space, engines can run much bergh, Wiley Post, Will

Banks of such electric longer withmuch less pro- Rogers and others. '_
engines withtheir small but pellant than conventional In September of 1928,
continuous thrust are a rocket engines. Cantwell was class winner
contender to propel future The two electric engines of the transcontinentalder-
mannedMars missions,but to be aboard bERT I are by, New York to Los An-
they will probably find more different types. The first, geles National Air Race,
immediate use as single a Lewis-built engine, is an making the trip in 23 and
engines for attitude control electron-bombardment ion one-half hours in a Lock-
or station-keeping of sat- engine using mercury pro- heed Vega with a Pratt &
ellites, spacecraft or space pellant. The other, built _%_itney Wasp engine. He
stations, by Hughes Research Lab- finished the race three

The bERT engines pro- oratory, is a contact-ioni- hours ahead of his nearest
duce rocket thrust by ere- zation thrustor using cesi- competitor.
ating _q.ndaccelerating umpropellant. TheHughes Cantwell also won two
p o s itiv e 1y charged par- engine will operate for the closed course races in the
ticlesor ions of propellant, first 30 minutes of the 1929 Cleveland National
The resulting3 or4-inch- hour-longSERTflight. The Air Races, and this was
wide ion beam can be ex- Lewis engine is scheduled when hebecame acquainted
hausted fromthe engines at to run the second half hour with Lindbergh.
speeds much greater than of the ballistic flight. His flying experience also
the exhaust velocity of Both engines are mounted included two and one-half
burning gases in conven- so that their thrustwill in- years with Pan American-
tional chemical rockets, crease the spin of the top- Grace Airlines in South

Although these small ion likeSERT I spacecraft. By America as a senior flight AMBITIONREALIZED - Robert Cantwell, left, of MSCand veteran
engines produce less than measuring the increase in captain. He flew2S7round- pilot who took delivery on Lockheed Aircroft_s first aircraft sale -- a
a pound of thrust, the in- the spacecraft's spin rate, trip flights over the Andes Vega I bought by Halliburton 0il Co. in 1928 -- is shown just after
creased exhaust velocity engineers on the grotmd can Mountains from Santiago, he completed his Mach - 2 flight in kockheed's latest speedster, a
greatly increases the tell how well the tinyelec- Chile to Buenos Aires, Ar- TF-104G with Engineering Test Pilot Ed Brown at the company's
"impulse" -- a miles-per- tric engines are working, gentina. From 1937 to 1941 desert test and final assembly base in Palmdale, Calif.
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Joins Aerospace Corporation
Martin A. Byrnes Jr., a transferred to the NASA

SECONDFRONTPAGE member of the Site Survey FIight Research Center atTeam which participated in Edwards AFB and in 195]
..... selection of the Houston became budget officer on

area in 1961 for the per- the staff of Williams, then
manent i oe a t i on of the chief of the highspeedflight
Manned Spacecraft Center station.
and presently executive of- Stayh]g at Edwards until
ricer to the Assistant Di- the X-15 program was un-
rector for Flight CrewOp- derway, he then returned
erations, has r e signed to Langley as management
from MSC. assistant to the director

ByTnes is leaving MSC to for Project Mercury. MARTIN A. BYRNES JR.
become an assistant to After selection of the
Walter C. Williams, who Houston site for MSC, MSC, Byrneswas manager
recently left MSC to be- Byrneswas appointed man- of Missions and Operations
come vice president of the ager in Houston pending Support.
Aerospace Corporation, the arrival of the director. Byrnes, with his wife , son
Los Angeles, Calif. He recalled, "I was in and daughter will be mov-

Since he joined the Lang- the group of six thatmoved ing to California soon to
ley ResearchCenter in 1946 into our first office in Hou- begin his new job.
as procurement clerk, ston--two store fronts in
Byrnes has been with the Gulfgate." ,,._..
government until the pre- Prior to being appointed
sent time. In 1949 he to his present position at

Astronaut's New Emblem Symbolizes
Unity of Mereury-C,emini-Apollo Teams

NASA_s twen(y-nlne astro-
nauts are wearing a new emblem,
unofficially signifying the unity
of the Mercury-Gemini-Apollo
flight teams.

The design shows a trio
of trajectories merging in in-
finite space, capped by a bright
shining star and encircled by an
el|iptlcal wreath denoting orbital
flight. They are either gold or

CENTRIFUGE MOTOR PART--Workmen use a heavy duty crane silver. Gold emblems are worn
to lift the 197,000 pound rotor for the direct current drive motor by those who have flown in
which will propel the centrifuge now under construction in the space, astronaut team members. A
Flight Acceleration Facility (Building 34). Delivery was made Military version of the astro- get-together was held, sparked SUCCESSFUL PARASAILTEST-
last week on this part of the largest DC motor ever built which de- naut emblem are emblazoned by Astronaut Walter M. Shirra, The first successful, full-scale
velops 10,700 horsepower. The centrifuge will be capable of gen- over conventional pilots +wings - and the pilots decided on one controlled test of the parasail
crating 30 g's of force on material and lower forces for personnel, silver for Air Force and gold for emblem for all present and future was completed April 29 by en-

Navy space fliers, membersof the team. gineers at MSC. The deployed

MSC L_b R [ li Offi The device was adopted late Astronaut M. Scott Carpenter parasail and Gemini boiler-or _ _ O_S _e in 1963 by the astronaut team recently presented a gold pin to plate spacecraft are shown
when it was evident that theMer- John Glenn, the first of Amer- just before landing in Trinity

Opened For Site Contractors ¢o+ ++7++ |a, el pin, awarcled to ica+s .stronauts to orbit the Boy after being dropped from anMercury pilots, excluded new earth. Air Force C-119 cargo plane at
The Labor 1Relations Of- This will encompass in- ll,000feet.

ficc established at the terpretation and appliea-

Manned Spacecraft Center tion of all Federal Labor _ 2_.-_..._
on March 30 will serve as Acts and local labor agree-
a central control for all ments as they apply to the
labor matters relating to MSC programs and re-
alt procurement contracts speetive contractors and
for construction, service, subcontractors.
and installation of equip- B.ailey R. Chancy has
ment at the Center, it was been designated as the
announced by Wesley L. Labor Relations Officer
Hjorncvik, Assistant Di- with offices in Bldg. 2,
rector for Administration. Rm. 957B.

AFGE :lootings eheduled
The Americm_ Federation of Government Employees

will meet individually with interested employees during
the week of May 1_. to discuss membership in AFGE.

Representatiw_s of AFGE 132 (Employees from HPC,
willbe available in the con- Stahl andMyers, andOffiee THE UNITED STATES SPACE PARK, sponsored jointly by NASA, the Department of Defense and the
ferenee room at IIPC. plus Ci)* may attend), 11:30 - New York World's Fair, will include the most imposing Qrroy of fulLscale Air Force and NASA rockets
the cafeterias at rilington 12:30. and spacecraft ever assembled outside of Cape Kennedy. Highlighting the Park will be a full-scale
AFB and the C 1 ear L ake 5lay 19, Ellington C aft- "boattail" section of the massive Saturn V rocket which will carry American astronauts to the Moon.
Site, to discuss membe_r- teria, Building 367, 11:00-
ship with interested era- 12:00, 4:30 - 5:30. The model will be 85 feet tall and 33 feet in diameter. Towering over the two,acre exhibit will be a
players. May 20, Clear Lake Site Titan II-Gemini launch vehicle and spacecraft. The Titan II booster, ll0-feet high, will stand ver.

All employees have the Ca,feteria, Building 3, lh00 tically with the Gemini capsule mated on top just as it would be on the launch pad at Cape Kennedy.
right to participate or re- - 12:00, 4:30 - 5:30. Surroundingthe Titan II-Gemini will be fullscale models of the Apollo Commandand Service Modules,
frain from participating 5Iay 21. Clear Lake Site the lunar Excursion Module, Gemini spacecraft and the actual Mercury capsule which carried Astro-
during thoh" lunch period Ca_feteria. Building 3, ll:00 naut Scoff Carpenter during the second U. S. manned orbital flight. Other full-scale exhibits in the
and a_fter worldllg' hottr$ in - 12:00. 4:30 - 5:30. Park will be the Mercury-Atlas and Thor Delta launch vehicles, and X-15 rocket-powered research air-
accordance w i t h the fol- M ay 22, Clear Lake Site craft and the Agena space vehicle. Space and utilities for DaD-NASA participation in the Fair are
lowing schedule: Ca_feteria. Building 3. lh00 being provided at no cost to the government, and no separate admission charge will be made for the

May 1_+ [IPC, 1100111 B- - 12:00. 4:30 - 5:30. Space Park exhibits.


